Later, the red square as spot of flame-red, became the crest with which
he signed his drawings and marked his huildings.
Soon the young ear could tell what flew overhead. What sang and where
and why. He studied, by the hour, the tumblebugs, black-beetles: scarabs,
rolling their marbles of cow manure in the hot sun of the dusty road.
Mysterious folk!
The ant-hills were busy cities. Catkins cutting circles making patterns
on still water. He would go catching sleek frogs, or poking stupid toads,
chasing crazy grasshoppers. Listening at night to the high treble of the
frog-song as it rose from the marshes. He delighted in devil's darning
needles, turtles, too: their fascinating structure, colour pattern, strange
movements—ever curious about them all. He was studying unconsciously
what later he would have called 'style'.
And there were enemies: skunks, snakes, and hornets.
There were always too many toes to stub. Mosquitoes. Flies. Cut-grass,
nettles. Poison ivy. What that poison ivy could do to young blood and
tender skin! Quicksand in the streams. And hornets' nests in the barn-
rafters, their wonderful house-nests sometimes hanging from the bushes.
The lightning: always the lightning.
Cruel winds that seemed to be the enemy of every growing thing swept
the valley sometimes. But he learned their value later.
'Wild Rose!' A legendary woman, gone wild, living in a hut in the hills
and wandering about. He had not seen her. All seemed afraid of her, and
liked to frighten him.
Such, teeming in the sun, quiet under clouds, drenched with rain, were
the then-time pastures of the cow.
And the trees stood in it all like various, beautiful buildings, of more
different kinds than all the architectures of the world. Some day this boy
was to learn that the secret of all styles in architecture was the same secret
that gave character to the trees.
Work was hard, sometimes interfering with dreaming studies or
studious dreams. At other times, dreams went undisturbed beneath or
above the routine. These dreaming moments must have had characteristic
expression in birn for he would again and again, as before, hear Uncle
James calling, 'Come back, Frank! Come back!'
SUNDAY
Sundays were salvation for the 'tired to tired* added during the week.
Uncles and aunts, some of them graying, some white-haired now,
would sit at chapel in the old-fashioned rocking chairs provided for them
round the platform on which the pulpit stood. The pulpit on which the
family Bible lay was covered with a purple cloth and, Sundays, was usually
smothered in wild flowers, brought by the children.
Of course, the chelp' were included, too.
Sometimes the neighbours came.
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